
Chapter 5

Section 5.3:  Normal Random Variable

Example: If the test average is 75, and the standard devistion is 15 and the scores are normally distributed (Bell 
Shaped curve)



Example: If the test average is 75, and the standard devistion is 15 and the scores are normally distributed (Bell 
Shaped curve)



Standard deviation and confidence intervals

About 68% of values drawn from a normal distribution are within one standard deviation away from the mean μ;



Example: If the test average is 75, and the standard devistion is 15, find the Z-scores for the following scores:

a) x = 90 b) x = 60 c) x = 75









Example 1: Let Z be a random variable with normal distribution. Using the table, find:

a) P(Z < 1.87)

b) P(0.49 < Z < 1.75)

c) P(-1.77 < Z < 2.53)



Example 1 (Cont.): Let Z be a random variable with normal distribution. Using the table, find:

d) P(Z > 1.87)

e) P(-1.00 < Z < 1.00)

f) P(0.00 < Z < 2.17) 

g)P(Z > 2.17)



Example 3: Bolts produced by a machine are acceptable provided that their length is within the range 5.95 to 6.05 inches. 
Suppose that the length of the bolts produced are normally distributed with mean of 6 inches and standard deviation of 
0.02 inches. what is the probability that a bolt will be an acceptable length?

Example 2: Suppose that for a certain population the birth weight of infants in pounds is normally distributed with 
mean 7.75 pounds and standard deviation of 1.25 pounds. Find the probability that an infant's birth is at least 9 

Example 4: Let  be a normal random variable with mean 400 and standard deviation 40. Find Pr[360 < X < 410]. Give 
answer as a decimal number correct to three decimal places



Section 5.4:  Normal Approximation To The Binomial





Example 1: According to the Department of Health and Human Services, the probability is about 80% that a person aged 70 
will be alive at the age of 75. Suppose that 500 people aged 70 are selected at random. Find the probability that:

a) exactly 390 of them will be alive at the age of 75



Example 1 (Cont.) : According to the Department of Health and Human Services, the probability is about 80% that a person 
aged 70 will be alive at the age of 75. Suppose that 500 people aged 70 are selected at random. Find the probability that:





Example 2: A coin with Pr[Tails] = 0.4 is flipped 200 times. Find the probability of getting between 65 and 100 tails on the coin. Give 
your answer as a decimal number correct to three decimal places

Example 3: Assume that IQ scores are normally distributed with mean 100 and standard deviation 15. What is the probability that a 
randomly chosen person will have an IQ at most 105? 



Example 2: A coin with Pr[Tails] = 0.4 is flipped 200 times. Find the probability of getting between 65 and 100 tails on the coin. Give 
your answer as a decimal number correct to three decimal places


